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From Student to Teacher and Back Again: How becoming a student has
changed my teaching practice
Abstract
During the summer of 2014, the science librarian at St. John Fisher College got behind the bench and joined a
working group in the cell biology lab. With no formal science education, the first-time pipetter plunged deep
into lab culture and worm genetics. Returning to the role of student revealed many unexpected emotions and
teachable moments for this veteran library instructor that will reshape her approach to library instruction with
science students. Specifically how to address fear and frustration in the classroom, while leaving opportunities
for fun.
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Fear, Frustration, & Fun
Fear
Flying Pipette Tips
Tongue Tied
Math
Applying this to Practice 
General Biology
Team-Based Learning,  
Pick your Role 


Frustration


Applying this to Practice 
Letting the Frustration Work
= Not giving the answer out right away!
Halting Frustration
“I was worrying about emailing you, I didn’t want to bother you. You taught me 
this last semester too, I should know this…” 
“I had to switch to a capstone instead of  comps, now I behind and have to 
do my lit matrix all over again.”
“I need help finding an article for my NURS 304 hot topic paper. my topic is 
rehabilitative technologies, and I'm trying to focus on the orthopedic subtopic of  
it. I have tried on CINAHL and the military database, and I'm not finding 
anything really close to what I was hoping for.” 

Fun
What I was supposed to be doing…
…what I was actually doing. 
Applying this to Practice 
Fun in Cell Lab
Freshman Orientation
What the students were supposed to be doing… 
…what they actually did.
https://www.facebook.com/video.php?v=953658624661335
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